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Yesterday I went to Hawally, aka ‘the capital of
fog’, or you may call it ‘Kuwait’s New York’,
where I met an expatriate friend working at

a simple cafe with a very long menu of beverages
you can order. But you only end up having tea or
coffee with some other types of beverages from
time to time that are served according to what my
friend believes best suits the customer’s mood.  

Sitting in the cafe yesterday, we both
exchanged silent looks without any salutation or
talking. He served me my coffee and then we went
back to be as silent as if birds had landed on our
heads.  “It is difficult to be a stranger!” he suddenly
said. “But you can pass your time serving cus-
tomers and observing the way they look,” I told
him. He gave me a strange long look as if he was
going to sneeze in my face and said: “You have to
name things as they really are. I am not passing my
time - I am wasting my life. I have been standing
still for six years now!” 

His answer really shocked me and I felt like a
hurricane was tearing my mind and soul. It felt as if
he actually sneezed in my soul and not in my face. I
then wondered in a most philosophic manner that
matches the cap I always wear (check my miser-
able photo). Is it possible that we play with words
and not use real names of things?! There is a huge
difference between ‘pass my time’ and ‘waste my
life’, you know! 

Well, it does seem that we do deceive ourselves
with unreal names. The hair removal female expert
(locally known as haffafah) is now known as a
‘makeup artist’, a promotion saleslady is now
known as a ‘fashionista’ and he who trades in sim-
ple expat laborers’ sweat and years-long work is
known as a ‘visa trafficker’. If we, instead, use their
real names, this last one would be best known as a
‘human dreams trader’ because he shares every
minute of work and every hour of sleeping with
laborers. He would even tax and charge them to
achieve their dreams! 

What absurdity! We claim to dignify human
beings and protect them and this is why we fight
drug traffickers because they ruin people’s lives
and future, while we do not fight visa traffickers as
severely while they are ruining people’s present! It
takes KD 1,200-1,500 to ruin those people’s lives. It
also costs them KD 300 to renew this misery every
year. A very fruitful trade for sponsors, especially
when they are dealing with people who are afraid
of everything because they willingly left their kids
and loved ones to avoid seeing them in tears of
agony; people who had promised their moms and
wives lots of good to bring from the land of good. 

Although this ‘good’ would be cut out of his
own flesh and blood just the way a block of
shawarma would look more delicious and tender
the more we cut from it. He still cannot utter a sin-
gle word of dissatisfaction lest he might be deport-
ed. 

We are a generous people ruled by a generous
family on a generous land. There is no use in beau-
tifying our image abroad while it is domestically
disfigured by the practices of visa traffickers. Do
get rid of this trade before it ruins our nation’s rep-
utation. I do hope minister Hind Al-Subaih would
stay longer in office because she is working hard to
eliminate this phenomenon despite her enemies
and we urge her to exert more efforts. 

Sorry for speaking long about visa trafficking,
but as soon as I finished my coffee and wrote my
article, I gathered my papers on my way out. “Since
we agreed to disguise our real life, from now on,
you are not a restaurant handyman, you are buffet
in-charge,” I told him, wishing him sweet dreams
on my way out. He suspiciously looked at me with
his narrow eyes and said: “Why does it always have
to be dreams? Why don’t you wish me a happy real
life?!” That statement seemed like the second
shocking sneeze in my face, and how painful those
two ‘sneezes’ were to me! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

When an expat

sneezed in my face

Al-Rai

By Mohammed Al-Atwan

Ialmost choke to death with this feeling whenever,
out of daily life routine or out of the wish to conduct
some historic studies, I go into Kuwait’s deserts.

Going to the desert, one can easily see the major ordeal
fungal life has been through there. Grass, bushes, sand
dunes and stones are no longer safe from manipulation
and this tiny sad desert really deserves the Nobel Prize
for Peace for tolerating such agony and devastation. 

Ever since Kuwait’s modern breakthrough, Kuwait’s
environment has been paying the price of development.
Violating Kuwaiti wildlife started with the early days
when ‘hassaya’ (people who used to collect gravel from
the desert for unknown commercial reasons at that
time) started collecting gravel that was of significant
importance to hold the soil together. In addition, sand
and gravel quarries were later dug for construction rea-
sons with the result of turning the desert’s terrain to
look like a chickenpox-stricken face!

Vicious environmental violations continued with
campers and sheep and camel herders who have been
overgrazing their animals for years before Saddam’s

armies and troops arrived with their heavy weaponry
and machinery and tanks to destroy wildlife, dismantle
the soil, remove floral canopies, raise dust storms and
cause considerable damage to ecological balance, and
eventually left the desert land only watered by our rain-
like teardrops.— Translated by Kuwait Times 

Chickenpox-stricken lands

Al-Anbaa

By Salah Al-Sayer 

Crime
R e p o r t

Fugitive caught
Asima (Capital) detectives arrested a citizen in

Sulaibkhat wanted over an armed robbery. He was
sent to criminal detectives. The suspect is also an ex-
convict.

Drug possession
Policemen arrested a citizen in Adan with a combi-

nation of drugs, including 13 pieces of hashish and
joints ready for use. He was sent to the Drugs Control
General Department.

Neighbors’ row
A dispute between three female neighbors led to

exchanging blows, injuring one of them in the process,
who went to the police station and lodged a com-
plaint. The Egyptian woman told Salmiya police her
neighbors ganged up on her and beat and insulted her
due to disputes between them. The two neighbors
were called in and questioned.

Shop robbed
Criminal evidence men went to a sweetshop in

Jabriya as part of an investigation of a theft that took
place there. The store manager, Jordanian, told police
that workers found the door was broken, and the cash
register was taken with KD 650 in it. He did not accuse
anyone in the theft.

KUWAIT: A citizen was placed in the intensive care unit by
urologists at a hospital after he was attacked. He was seen
bloodied outside his house with an injury in his lower
abdomen, and told police his Filipina wife caused it. The
medical report said there was a cut in a very sensitive part
of his body. The man underwent surgery, then was placed
under intense observation. His wife was arrested and is
being questioned about her actions.

Employer robbed
Detectives arrested an Egyptian woman in Maidan

Hawally for stealing money and documents from his com-
pany following a dispute with his sponsor. The citizen told
police the woman took the money and disappeared, and
gave them her details. The woman confessed to the
charges.

Under the influence
A police source said Mubarak Al-Kabeer police suspect-

ed a man in a parking lot, and when he attempted to
escape, he was stopped.  He was found to be under the
influence of drugs.

Traffic dispute
A citizen was insulted by an indecent gesture by a man

as they differed over the right of way in Fintas, so he
lodged a complaint at Fintas police station. Ahmadi detec-
tives are working on the case.

Motorcycle stolen
Jahra detectives are searching for a black and orange-

colored motorcycle that was reported stolen by its owner,
who works as a teacher. The motorcycle was stolen from
his house. — Al-Rai

The solution

Al-Anbaa

By Dr Nermin Al-Houti

Iwas reading the newspapers on Saturday morn-
ing as I usually do every morning, and when I
went through the pages of Al-Anbaa newspaper, I

found a column on the business page with the title
“Diversifying sources of income in Kuwait... possible
or not?” by Dr Abdullah Fahd Al-Abdeljader. The col-
umn began with a comprehensive and summarized
panorama of Gulf countries and what they have in
other income sources than oil that may replace oil in
the future provided that the countries’ officials shed
the light on and use those resources through their
development and work on them to be a source of
wealth for the state.

I will not make a summarization of what Dr
Abdeljader has written, rather I am going to rewrite
his lines about Kuwait, because what he wrote are
only lines that cover a future strategic plan that
revealed what Kuwait has in diversified sources of
income. These words in my opinion as a Kuwaiti citi-
zen today, I send as a message through my column,
that it should be under the consideration of state
officials - rather our institutions must use the help of
Kuwaitis to get their future with their own hands and
not resort to foreign agendas. Dr Abdeljader said in
his column:

“But Kuwait, what does it have? And it can be said
here that Kuwait has the ability to have an industry
and tourism, direct foreign investment and econom-
ic reform, but it needs a quick and serious decision
that must be implemented, and must stop the gov-
ernment’s squandering and financial corruption,
while implementing the comments and recommen-
dation of the Civil Service Commission.

“It also must support the private sector by provid-
ing job opportunities for citizens and provide them
with job stability and security, through getting the
private sector involved in its projects, and implement
privatization that is in the interest of both sides and
review the government employment policy which
led to the inflation of the state budget.

“But it is important that we all know that diversify-
ing sources of income is not solved by increasing
prices of gasoline, kerosene and diesel, and not bur-
dening citizens with the increase of electricity and
water consumption and government transaction
fees, as they are all procedures that increase the bur-
dens of their living, especially those of limited
income among them.”

A last word: We hope that the message was deliv-
ered to our officials, from us to them. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Wife slashes man’s

‘sensitive parts’

Al-Jarida Oil prices....

Ever since Kuwait’s
modern breakthrough,
Kuwait’s environment

has been paying the
price of development

KUWAIT: The Hajj Affairs Sector at the Awqaf Ministry will
write to accredited umrah agents in Saudi Arabia in order
to ease hajj conditions on offices that take bedoons for
umrah, most importantly the bank guarantee of KD 20,000
on each office that accepts bedoons. Informed sources said
this condition caused many offices to reject registration of
bedoons who want to perform umrah because of the large
amount which may not be refunded if the bedoons do not
return. They said that officials at the Awqaf Ministry held a
meeting to negotiate with umrah agents to ease this con-
dition, in addition to coordinating with the commerce min-
istry to create a mechanism to make it easier until the law
of hajj and umrah is passed. — Al-Qabas

Twelve recommendations to

adjust demographic structure

Linking expats’ residency to educational level
KUWAIT: Minister of Social Affairs and
Labor and Planning Hind Al-Subaih
stressed that a draft will be ready by
the beginning of the new year on a
schedule needed to implement the
Cabinet’s instructions concerning
adjusting Kuwait ’s demographic
structure. Subaih added that a com-
mittee formed by the Cabinet had set
12 recommendations including  link-
ing expatriates’ residency to their edu-
cational level and qualification, limit-
ing the number of domestic laborers
and increasing related fees once the
limit is exceeded, with an exception to
families that have disabled members,
granting absconders a three-month
grace period to legalize their statuses,
increasing absconding fines, issuing
strict laws against those who hire
absconders and activating fingerprint
scanners at various border exits to
make sure deportees do not return to
Kuwait after changing their passports. 

Speaking at press conference on
the sidelines of presiding the supreme
demographic structure committee
meeting with representatives from

the planning and development secre-
tariat general, the Census Central
Department, Manpower and

Government Restructuring Program
(MGRP), Manpower Public Authority,
Public Authority for Civil Information
(PACI) and the ministries of com-
merce, health, interior and foreign
affairs, Subaih said that some bodies
had made their own suggestions and
agreed to set a timetable to put the

measures agreed in practice and
determine bodies responsible for car-
rying them out during 2016. 

Subaih added that possible effects
of each of the measures agreed upon
on the labor market would be studied
and an indicator would be set to
weigh cons and pros so that immedi-
ate, short term and long term actions
could be made within a maximum of
four years. 

Subaih added that the recommen-
dations included  automating the pro-
cedures followed on bringing workers
from abroad with the aim of fighting
visa manipulations, imposing strict
measures on workers working in jobs
other than those they had been hired
and brought to Kuwait to do, mandat-
ing contractors to repatriate workers
after concluding projects, encourag-
ing citizens to take part in production
and vocational businesses, encourag-
ing youth to start small and medium
projects, automating the process of
assessing companies’ need of labor
and setting restrictions on dependent
and family visit visas. — Al-Rai

Minister Hind Al-Subaih

Guarantee complicates

bedoons’ umrah

Fake psychiatric patients,

doctors won’t escape

prison and fines 

KUWAIT: Well-informed sources at the public prosecu-
tion’s office warned that severe penalties are currently
being prepared for those pretending to suffer from psy-
chiatric diseases or disorders as well as doctors who
give them such certificates. “Penalties will vary between
prison and fines,” said the sources. 

The sources added that a government bill in this
regard was meant to protect psychiatric patients’ rights
and at the same time put an end to using such disor-
ders as excuses to escape legal accountability after sus-
pects commit crimes or felonies, do not report to work
punctually or even get financial privileges or incentives. 

The sources added that the bill due to be referred
to the parliament soon would state the necessity to
form more than one medical and psychiatric commit-
tee by MoH and the forensic medicine department
including three forensic medicine psychiatrists to
independently report on each case’s mental state. On
his part, the parliamentary health affairs committee
rapporteur MP Saadoun Hammad said that the com-
mittee was ready to discuss the bill. He added that
MoH had set its priorities, including the psychiatric
diseases issue, last week. — Al-Rai

KUWAIT: In view of the growing number of sin-
gle mothers in the US, a number of American
women with children recently decided to sue
Arab students who they claim are the real
fathers of their kids and the result of extramari-
tal relationships. 

The women seized the opportunity of the
creation of a new website named ‘Children Left
Behind’ to upload dozens of stories about
American single mothers reporting that their
k ids were the result of affairs with Saudi,
Kuwaiti, Qatari and Emirati students, saying
that the fathers abandoned them and disap-
peared.  Creators of the website, which has
English and Arabic interfaces, stressed that it
mainly aims at highlighting those mothers’
ordeals and help them reunite with their kids’
legitimate fathers. 

One of the website’s administrators said
that the number of American single mothers
contacting the website to share their experi-
ences was steadily growing. The website,
which has so far been visited by over 1.5 mil-
lion people, said that the phenomena started
back in the 1980s,  dropped a l ittle in the
1990s, then gradually increased later on after
so many GCC university students abandoned
their companions. — Al-Rai

US single moms sue Kuwaiti, GCC

alleged fathers of their kids 

This photo published by Al-Rai yesterday shows what the news-
paper says a collage taken from the website showing some of the
single mothers with their children.


